ABSTRACT In this paper, a class of M-dilation scaling functions with regularity growing proportionally to lter support width are constructed. This answers a question proposed by Daubechies in p.338 of her book Ten Lectures on Wavelets(1992).
Introduction
Let M 2 be a xed integer. A multiresolution analysis for dilation M consists of a sequence of closed subspaces V j of L 2 (R) that satisfy the following conditions In this paper we shall only deal with compactly supported M-dilation scaling functions. In this case the sequence fc n g must have nite length. The function
c n e in is called a symbol corresponding to the re nement equation (1). The lter support width W( ) of an M-dilation scaling function is de ned as the di erence of the largest and the smallest indices of the nonzero c n . The regularity R( ) of is de ned as the supremum of such that 2 C , where C denotes the H older class of index .
In her book D, p.338], Daubechies remarks that: At present, I know of no explicit scheme that provides an in nite family of m 0 (i.e., symbols H), for dilation 3(i.e., M = 3), with regularity growing proportionally to the lter support width.
To our knowledge, this question is still open. The purpose of this paper is to construct a class of M-dilation scaling functions N for which there exists a constant M independent of N such that These facts give an a rmative answer to Daubechies' question.
The regularity of has been studied in several papers, see for example BDS], D], and HW]. In general, to study the regularity of we need to consider the symbol (2) rst. By the Fourier transform, we see that all the symbols H satisfy
The solutions H of the equation (4) (5) (5) with R = 0, and let N be the solution of (1) To estimate the regularity of N , we need some estimates on B N ( ). From the Stirling formula, which says that n! is equivalent to n n e ?n p n, from 1=(M ? 1) N (k 0 ; ; k M?1 ) 1 when k 0 N and h(2 =(M ? 1)) = 1=M 2 , we get This completes the proof of the Theorem.
